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About This Game

Before man climbed down from the trees to shop in megastores and drink cappuccino, before the Earth wadded itself into a cool
blue ball, before the Moon even existed, there was the Island. The Island, a massive fragment of a long-lost planet, hurtling

blindly through space. Upon the surface of this paradise wanders the giant, Kabuto. Little does Kabuto know that the Island was
home to others before him. In the oceans, there dwells a matriarchal race called the Sea Reapers. In their pride, they created

Kabuto, as a defense against intruders. But Kabuto became conscious of himself, his loneliness, his pain - and he went berserk.
Space castaways, the Meccs piloted their ship through space, looking for their missing friends. If you haven’t guessed already,

they ended up on the Island. Faced with yet another unscheduled layover while on their way to Planet Majorca, the Meccs
decide to make the best of their temporary home. Just their luck - the natives are already embroiled in their own little war, and

the Mecc visitors are most unwelcome!
Meccaryns... Sea Reapers... Kabuto... One island isn’t big enough for the three of them.

Three unique races, each with a totally different gameplay experience

Bawdy humor that will keep you laughing throughout the game

One of the most original games ever created

 original version from 2000
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Title: Giants: Citizen Kabuto
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Planet Moon Studios
Publisher:
Interplay
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2000

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor (1.4 GHz recommended)

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: NVidia or ATI/AMD 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7 (compatible with DirectX 9 recommended)

Storage: 1100 MB available space

English
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This game is a east of money. When you beat it you can't even play on that save slot anymore. It will just show you the ending
cinematic.. one of the only things to make me cry like a ♥♥♥♥♥. Thank god I was alone at the time.. How do I get the HUB
Decoration to work? I have completed the missions and such but I have no HUB available? I restarted many times and nothing,
what am I doing wrong?. Really aweseome and enjoyable. Looking forward to more guns, locations, and content. Great job!. I
had fun in the campaign. Did not play multiplayer.. It says it's a game. What I played was an 8 bit movie that pretends to be a
game. If I wanted to sit and watch something, I'd go and just turn on the tv. Games aren't the place for this sort of thing.. A
decently fun game, provided you don't have huge expectations. It's one of the lesser-known Sierra games, and doesn't have a
HUGE amount of puzzles or variability to it (despite the "three routes" claim). It might take you just a couple of hours to grind
through it all. But I'd say it's worthwhile, if nothing else, for the underrepresented historical genre.... This is by far the best game
I've ever come across before, top notch graphics, even better story. 10/10 never seen such a perfect game before..
Recommended if you liked Confess My Love, which would be good to have played before this. Transparent Black is darker,
though.
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Reasonably high quality indie graphics, sound, and concept disguise a poorly coded frustrating mess. A classic example of a
team of developers that doesn't understand the difference between challenge and difficulty. Don't be fooled by the slick trailer --
the story is thin on the ground and the voice acting is a straight-up misdirect. Half the time speech bubbles are triggered off
screen where you can't even see them.. This one's a doozy. Engrish abounds (e.g. "I must help me get to home"). Gameplay is
nothing new, you click on stuff so you can click on more stuff, then click on something else. The time management portion is
iffy. I never really felt stressed out about the time limits and some of the earlier levels are much harder than the later ones. Once
you figure out the basic "engine" and how to build it with your starting material on every level, it can feel like more of a chore
then the other farm frenzy games. If, like me, you like winding down with casual cow clicking, pick this up on sale. Laugh at the
awful translation and take it for what it is - shovelware of the highest degree. That said, it takes about 25 hours to complete
(gold star on all levels), so it's actually pretty good value.

The Farm Frenzy Franchise (ooo alliteration!) doesn't really set a lofty standard of gameplay, but this one fails completely. I
won't be buying others in the series after this.. If you are into countryballs satyre, it's well worth buying.
As for the gameplay, simply put, it's about a Polandball trying to get into space. During your voyage, you get to meet other
countryballs, who may either help you or damage your spacecraft. While at it, you have to collect coins, which are used for
modifying your spacraft. It's a simple game, yet very enjoyable.. This is a great example of what RPG maker can bring to the
table. Not only is the story funny, its laid out very well and flows perfectly. Its almost surprising how well the game is made.
While the story is a bit cliche, ( go out and defeat a dark lord and save the world ) It brings a new experiace to RPGs. It's
halarious, fun, exciting, and at times a bit cring worthy, but its all put together so well that you cant seem to step away.

I love how; while your entire party is made up of girls, its not over sexualized. Every new girl brings something new to your
game, and while you'll end up favoring just a few, the combos of girls are unlimited.
Angel, Red Witch, and Princess, are my personal favorite companions but I have not even begun to experiment with all the girls,
let alone unlock them all.

This game is worth playing if you are looking for a bit of light hearted comedy and adventure.. The game is very very good.You
can setup a LAN server to play with ma lil bro and you can set health,hunger as optional settings and much more.. I would really
like to see more basebuilding content like auto turrets and long spike wall or high wooden palisade wall and high wooden
palisade gate and next tier will be like.. high stone wall and high stone gate and more like coop and such, farming.. The game is
at good state but will need a lil work a bit... Am happy for purchased this game! i dont want to abadon this one its a fken A. I
like hard platformers but this one is hard for the wrong reasons. Basically you have only 3 lifes and if you run out you have to
restart the whole level again(and each level is pretty big). If you make it to the second level with no lifes left, then you have to
beat that level without dying once or you have to restart the whole game and try to make it to the second level with more lifes.

I got 99% in Super Meat Boy, because it's a fun and challenging game. With Dark Void Zero i gave up in the second level. Not
because it was too hard but because it punishes failure too hard and doesnt respect my time.. Nice still developing game.. I just
recently took a look at this game's page, and I now remember how much fun this game was. There is not always one way to
complete the missions, and the missions will make you feel like you are doing something really really cool. This game does a
great job of making you feel immersed. I give this game a 8/10 because it is a really short experience and I think they should
either make dlc, or put the future of this game into the hands of the steam workshop.
  8/10 short but sweet
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